This perspective gives an overview of recent developments in surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) for biosensing. We focus this review on SERS papers published in the last 10 years and to specific applications of detecting biological analytes. Both intrinsic and extrinsic SERS biosensing schemes have been employed to detect and identify small molecules, nucleic acids, lipids, peptides, and proteins, as well as for in vivo and cellular sensing. Current SERS substrate technologies along with a series of advancements in surface chemistry, sample preparation, intrinsic/extrinsic signal transduction schemes, and tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy are discussed. The progress covered herein shows great promise for widespread adoption of SERS biosensing.
dramatically increase the cross-section. For example, the resonant Raman cross-section of rhodamine 6G (R6G) at λ=532 nm can be as high as 10 −23 cm 2 /molecule. 15 Between the time of discovery (1928) and the 1960s, Raman measurements were largely limited to neat solvents. The range of accessible analytes and analyte concentrations was improved upon invention of the laser in the 1960s, but weak signals still limited the utility of this phenomenon for chemical analysis. This changed in the 1970s when Jeanmaire and Van Duyne reported, following Fleischmann's initial observation 16 , that molecular adsorption onto or near a roughened noble metal surface led to drastically increased Raman signal intensity due to electromagnetic and chemical enhancement mechanisms. 17, 18 Fleischmann and coworkers originally reported intense vibrational spectra of pyridine, sodium carbonate, formic acid, and potassium formate adsorbed to redox-cycled silver electrodes as well as pyridine adsorbed to copper electrodes. 16, 19, 20 Jeanmaire and Van Duyne further examined factors such as surface features and potential of the electrode, solution analyte concentration, and electrolyte composition of the solution, that affect the intensity of the Raman bands of adsorbed molecules. 17 A series of subsequent experiments confirmed that noble metal films with roughened surfaces or nanoscale patterns can dramatically increase Raman scattering signals of analytes and produce enhancement factors (EFs) of 10 4 -10 8 over normal Raman scattering. 21, 22 The enhancement factors for SERS, as compared to normal Raman scattering, are attributed to two mechanisms: an electromagnetic mechanism and a chemical mechanism. 23, 24 The chemical mechanism contributes to enhancement through chemisorption of the molecule to the noble metal surface, allowing the electrons from the molecule to interact with the electrons from the metal surface. These interactions lead to an enhancement of signal up to 10 2 , but the chemical mechanism can vary between substrates, substrate adsorption sites, and adsorbed molecules. 13, 25 The electromagnetic enhancement is a wavelength-dependent effect arising from the excitation of the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). This collective oscillation of conduction electrons can occur in noble metal nanoparticles (NPs), sharp metal tips, or roughened metal surfaces, and enhances the incident electric field intensity |E| 2 by 10 2 -10 4 times in the vicinity of the metal surface (viz. 0-50 nm of the surface). 13, 26 SERS enhancement factors ranging from 10 6 to 10 8 have been observed from a variety of substrates. 13, 17, 27 Unfortunately, EF calculations are not always consistent from research group to research group; accordingly, care must be taken when comparing EF values from different sources. For single molecule SERS of R6G, enhancement factors of up to 10 14 have been reported, but it was recently determined that these enhancements are partially attributable to the unusually large Raman cross-section of R6G. In this case, the surface or electromagnetic enhancement is actually ~10 8 , with the remainder of the enhancement due to the Raman scattering cross-section of R6G and its resonance Raman contribution of ~10 6 . 5 Although SERS detection does not require the adsorbate to be in direct contact with the metal surface, the EM enhancement sharply decreases as the distance between the adsorbate and the surface increases. For example, Van Duyne and coworkers observed from their silver film over nanospheres (AgFON) substrates that a 2.8 nm separation between the adsorbate and the Ag surface decreased the SERS intensity tenfold. 28 Clearly, to measure intense SERS signals, analytes must dwell within a few nanometers of the substrate surface. For this reason, many SERS studies have been performed on molecules containing a thiol or amine group which can chemically adsorb to the metal surface. 13 To take advantage of the sensitivity and selectivity of SERS for the detection of molecules unlikely to dwell within 2-4 nm of the nanoscale roughness features, an alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer (SAM) has been employed on the surface of the substrate to facilitate the approach and concentration of the analyte within the zone of enhancement. 29, 30 Though this approach has not been broadly applied to biomolecule analytes, there are a few examples where a partition layer has been employed to model lipid bilayers and as a tether in aptamer-based sensors. 31, 32 SERS detection of biomolecules has been accomplished in both intrinsic and extrinsic formats. In intrinsic SERS biosensing, the molecular signature for the analyte of interest, such as small molecule, DNA strand, or protein, is acquired directly. In extrinsic SERS, the analyte or interaction of interest is associated with a molecule with an intense and distinguishable Raman signature, traditionally a commercially available fluorescent dye, and it is the SERS spectrum of the tag that is used for sensing or quantification. In either format, SERS has unique advantages for biosensing.
Why is SERS a good candidate for biosensing?
Rapid label-free identification of small target analytes is of importance for broad applications ranging from biomarker detection to homeland security. SERS is particularly well-suited to these tasks because of the high sensitivity, the "fingerprinting" ability to produce distinct spectra from molecules similar in structure and function, and the elimination of expensive reagents or time-consuming sample preparation steps associated with other techniques such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or immunoassays. In addition, water has a very small Raman scattering cross-section, which leads to minimal background signal from aqueous samples.
In addition, extrinsic SERS detection can provide further advantages over conventional fluorescence-based assays: (1) Raman peaks typically have 10-100 times narrower spectral widths than fluorescence labels, minimizing the overlap between different labels and increasing multiplex capability; (2) when the laser excitation wavelength is matched with the substrate LSPR wavelength, strong SERS signal is achieved from any SERS-active molecule within the zone of electromagnetic enhancement, thus a single source can be used for multiple labels; and (3) SERS labels are not susceptible to photobleaching. 33, 34 What are the potential limitations to using SERS for biosensing?
While SERS has the capacity for biosensor signal transduction, there have been several real or perceived limitations to widespread use. Though the SERS community has largely come to agreement about the mechanisms responsible for enhanced inelastic scattering, as detailed above, the impression remains that fundamental information is missing. This supposed knowledge gap may have delayed large-scale investment in SERS biosensing platforms by major instrument manufacturers and funding agencies. In the instance of single molecule SERS, it is true that there is a lack of fundamental mechanistic understanding; while the SERS community is exploring this phenomenon, only limited application of this very high EF detection scheme is possible. Another perception perpetuated in the literature is that SERS substrates do not have reproducible enhancement factors. In fact, there are many examples where a given substrate has been fabricated and used in multiple laboratories with little discrepancy. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] It is true that very slight changes to a nanostructured noble metal surface can lead to significant LSPR shifts and that the performance of substrates with narrow plasmons will be influenced by this shift. These shifts, and the resulting changes in enhancement factors, are well-understood based on electrodynamic theory. There are also many SERS substrates with broad localized surface plasmon resonances that are not nearly as sensitive to substrate changes. [40] [41] [42] Finally, there is a perceived (but incorrect) limitation of SERS that Ag substrates, which generally have larger enhancement factors than substrates made from any other element, are handicapped due to the formation of an oxide layer. While it is true that an Ag 2 O layer forms on Ag, this layer is thin (viz. 2 nm) and known to be self-limiting. In addition, this oxide layer is displaced upon covalent attachment of molecules to the surface. 43 There are some real limitations to the widespread adoption of SERS biosensors. First, based on the fundamental cross-sections of fluorescence and Raman scattering, even a small amount of fluorescence has the potential to mask SERS signals. Clearly, this problem can be ameliorated by using infrared excitation or metallic NPs/surfaces to quench fluorophores or by performing confocal SERS, where a smaller sample thickness is probed. However, if the fluorophore is not in direct contact with the SERS substrate, background fluroescence will result. A similar issue exists with elastic scatter, a process that is also much more efficient than Raman scattering. Elastic scatter becomes an issue when capturing very small wavenumber shift Raman bands or when trying to capture inelastically scattered photons through a complex sample (e.g. a biological cell). The ability to distinguish low wavenumber shift Raman bands is completely dependent on the filtering technology used to eliminate transmitted excitation light. When expanding SERS to detection in complex biological fluids, elastic scatter may occur in all directions from the various intracellular features (i.e organelles, cytoskeleton, etc), creating significant background signal. In addition, interfering species and non-specific binding can mask SERS signal from the analyte of interest. This can be addressed by using antibody-based detection and/or partition layers, as pioneered by Van Duyne. 29, 30, 44 Finally, the practical issue of instrumentation cost limits use of SERS; while there is precedent for inexpensive Raman spectrometers, 9 for the most part, the cost of a laser, optics, spectrograph, and detector is high and thus, prohibitive to many researchers.
What substrates have been used for SERS?
Inexpensive high-throughput fabrication of SERS substrates with reproducible and large Raman enhancement is a prerequisite for biosensor applications. To date, a large portion of SERS research has utilized colloidal Au/Ag NPs or roughened metal surfaces. Although high EFs have been observed from these substrates, practical applications require engineered SERS substrates that provide tunability as well as reproducibility because maximum SERS intensity is observed when the laser excitation wavelength is tuned near the plasmon resonance maximum of the substrates. 45 Therefore, many groups have been developing new techniques for making nanospheres, nanoshells, nanogaps, nanoholes, and sharp tips with tailored optical properties. Table 1 summarizes a variety of engineered metallic structures that have been used for SERS detection. Of particular importance for the future of substrate engineering is the development of novel nanofabrication methods for precise, repeatable, and high-throughput reproduction of various metallic nanostructures.
For the most part, Au or Ag have been used for making SERS substrates, although other metals such as Al, In, Cu, and Ga can also support plasmon resonances in the UV-vis-NIR range. Among these, Al and Cu are of potential interest for SERS and plasmonic biosensing because of their abundance and low cost. Furthermore, aluminum has plasmon resonances in the UV regime and thus can extend the spectral range of Au-or Ag-based devices. Rapid formation of aluminum oxide or copper oxide, however, presents significant challenges to using Al or Cu for practical applications, since the unwanted oxide layers sharply degrade the detection sensitivity or dampen the LSPR. 46, 47 Although the poor chemical stability is often cited as a major concern for Ag-based substrates, Van Duyne and coworkers demonstrated AgFON substrates ( Fig. 1 ) with temporal stability exceeding 9 months by coating the Ag surfaces with a sub-1-nm alumina overlayer. 48 Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) is an emerging new branch of SERS, wherein the substrate is fabricated on or mounted to the probe of a scanning probe microscope (SPM). 49 In this configuration, the apex of a laser-irradiated metal tip captures incident light and generates a strong LSPR for SERS. 50 Typically, the tip is a metal-coated SPM tip or a thin silver or gold wire. Single-crystalline silver wires have also been used. 51 The radius of the tip is much smaller than the diffraction-limited spot size, allowing ultra-high-resolution SERS imaging. This combination of SERS chemical fingerprinting and SPM imaging is advantageous because it can provide high sensitivity as well as contrast results with a lateral resolution down to a few tens of nanometers with a few seconds of acquisition time. Furthermore, TERS is a versatile technique that can extend the utility of SERS because the analyte does not need to be in direct contact with the SERS-active substrate. The presence of the tip is directly measurable, since when inserted, Bulgarevich and Futamata showed that the Raman signal from an isolated diamond particle can be enhaced 1000-fold. 52 Theoretical modeling predicts that bringing a tip close to a metallic substrate can increase the local electric field intensity 5000-fold. 53 When a gold tip is brought to within one nanometer of a gold surface coated with non-resonant benzenethiol molecules, EFs of 10 6 to 10 8 have been reported. 54 In addition, a series of recent studies have established TERS as a promising detection technique with single molecule sensitivity. [53] [54] [55] In the past decade, a variety of SERS and TERS substrates have been employed for detection of small molecules, DNA/aptamers, and proteins/peptides. [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] While small molecule detection with SERS has been predominantly accomplished with intrinsic SERS, DNA/aptamers and proteins/peptides have both been detected directly with intrinsic and extrinsic formats. This review covers the exciting developments of the previous decade in SERS biosensing.
II. Small Molecule SERS Biosensing Intrinsic
There are a number of examples in the recent literature where SERS has been applied for detection of biologically relevant small molecules. These small molecules range from antioxidants, like glutathione, to glucose, to small molecule markers for biowarfare agents such as anthrax. Recent work from Van Duyne's group has demonstrated the use of SERS for anthrax biomarker detection. 7 Silver film over nanosphere (AgFON) substrates were optimized for 750 nm Ti:Saph laser excitation and combined with a battery-powered portable Raman spectrometer. Calcium dipicolinate (CaDPA) -a biomarker for bacillus spores -was detected by SERS over the spore concentration range of 10 −14 to 10 −12 M by monitoring a peak at 1020 cm −1 . Overall, using an 11 minute procedure with a 1 minute data acquisition time, their platform was capable of detecting ~2,600 anthrax spores, well below the anthrax infectious dose of ~10,000 spores. Importantly, the shelf life of prefabricated AgFON substrates in air exceeded 40 days. Their next step was to chemically functionalize the silver surface to enhance the analyte binding affinity as well as the stability of substrates. 48 The AgFON substrates were coated with a sub-1-nm alumina layer deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD), which simultaneously serves to stabilize the Ag surfaces of AgFON substrates and present the surface chemistry of alumina. Dipicolinic acid displays strong binding to the ALD alumina-modified AgFON, and this strong affinity for carboxylate groups makes the alumina-coated AgFON substrate an ideal candidate for bacillus spores detection. The limit of detection (LOD) was further improved to ~1,400 spores with a 10 second data collection time. More importantly, the alumina overlayer dramatically increased the shelf life of prefabricated substrates to at least 9 months. Although the controlled deposition of sub-1-nm alumina films is not a trivial task, ALD facilitates fabrication of functionalized SERS substrates while simultaneously protecting the metal surface against unwanted oxidation or environmental contamination.
In addition to detection of markers of exogenous species, like anthrax biomarkers, SERS can be employed to detect endogenous molecules like the antioxidant glutathone. Multiple schemes have been demonstrated for SERS detection of glutathione -a biologically important tripeptide that exists both in the reduced form (glutathione, GSH) and oxidized dimeric form (glutathione disulfide, GSSG) in tissues. Glutathione plays a role in the respiration of mammalian and plant tissues, protects cells against hydrogen peroxide, and serves as a cofactor for various enzymes. Glutathione is readily detectable with SERS by monitoing the C-S stretching band at 660 cm −1 . Ozaki and coworkers mixed glutathione with Ag colloidal solution, heated (60-100°C) until dry, and acquired SERS spectra of dry films, which improved Raman signals from glutathione compared to samples that were not heat-treated. 57 Increased aggregation of Ag NPs was observed with glutathione. The linear concentration range for glutathione detection was 100-800 nM, the LOD was 50 nM, and EF on these agglomerated Ag NPs was 7.5×10 6 . In another study, Deckert and coworkers measured TERS spectra of oxidized glutathione (GSSG) immobilized on a thin gold nanoplate. 58 The SERS spectra were mainly dominated by carboxyl bands at 1408 cm −1 and amide bands at 1627 cm −1 . TERS measurements were performed in back reflection mode through a transparent 20 nm thick gold nanoplate, which was synthesized with a smooth top surface to facilitate homogeneous adsorption and orientation of GSSG molecules. The SERS spectra were recorded at numerous positions on the nanoplate and were consistent in all locations, leading to the conclusion that GSSG adsorbed to the gold in a consistent manner via the carboxyl terminus of the glutamyl, the sulfur of the cystinyl and the amide groups. Consistent immobilization of peptides in this manner will be important for future efforts in charaterizing and sequencing peptides with SERS.
In another example of endogenous small molecule detection, Gogotsi and coworkers used a glass substrate coated with gold NPs for SERS detection of nicotinic acid adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NAADP), a calcium secondary messenger that plays a crucial role for intracellular Ca 2+ release. 65 Analysis of standards was performed in a sample volume of 1 µL, and SERS detection of 100 µM NAADP was demonstrated. At these high concentrations, the adenine band at 733 cm −1 dominates the spectrum. Using principal component analysis, NAADP from cell extracts was detected in response to treatment with the agonists ATP, acetylcholine and histamine (acid extraction of NAADP from cultured breast cancer SkBr3 cells). This work suggests an interesting possibility of intracellular SERS detection of the calcium messengers, which could help elucidate the mechanisms of calcium signaling pathways in cells.
Among the many small molecule biological analytes intrinsically detectable with SERS, glucose stands out because of its intimate connection with diabetes, which according to the National Institutes of Health affects 10.7% of Americans over the age of 20 and 23.1% of those over the age of 60. Traditional electrochemical methods of glucose monitoring require blood samples to be taken. Though these samples have very small volumes, in some cases as low as 300 nL, they still require collection of blood from the patient. 66 Many groups are working on minimally invasive optical techniques to detect and monitor glucose, and SERS is at the forefront of these efforts. In order to be a viable glucose monitoring method, SERS must prove to be accurate and reliable in the clinically relevant concentration range. According to the guidelines set by the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (an institute of the NIH) fasting glucose levels below 50 mg/dL (2.7 mM) indicate severe hypoglycemia and potential brain function impairment, while glucose concentrations of 70 -99 mg/dL are considered normal. Concentrations over 100 mg/dL are indicative of a pre-diabetic condition and a reading of greater than 126 mg/dL (7.0 mM) generally results in a diagnosis of diabetes. Because SERS is compatible with aqueous solutions and it can discriminate interferants by spectral characteristics, it is an attractive method for glucose monitoring in complex biological fluids.
A large challenge, however, is the minimal adsorption of glucose to bare SERS-active substrates such as roughened silver. To overcome this challenge, Van Duyne's group implemented a SAM of decanethiol on a AgFON substrate. 60 The SAM functions as a partition layer that concentrates glucose near the AgFON surface. Without the partition layer, glucose was undetectable, but with it was detectable at concentrations lower than 5 mM by monitoring the appearance of vibrational bands at 1123 and 1064 cm −1 . By employing a partial least squares leave one out (PLS-LOO) method of analysis, they demonstrated quantitative detection of glucose over a large, clinically relevant concentration range.
Building on this initial work, the Van Duyne group switched to an ethylene glycolterminated SAM as the partition layer. 67 In this work, a SAM of (1-mercaptoundeca-11-yl)tri(ethylene glycol) (EG3) was formed on a AgFON and was exposed to glucose in aqueous humor containing bovine serum albumin (BSA), a model interferant. EG3 is known to resist protein adsorption and improve biocompatibility, and in this work was shown to form a stable monolayer on the AgFONs in saline for 3 days. They showed quantitative detection of glucose over large and physiologically relevant concentration ranges (0 -4,500 mg/dL, 0 -250 mM and 0 -450 mg/dL, 0 -25 mM, respectively), reversibility of the glucose sensor, and that exposure to BSA did not hamper glucose detection.
To further improve the performance of partition layer glucose sensors, a mixed monolayer of decanethiol and mercaptohexanol (DT/MH) was formed on an AgFON and employed for real-time sensing. 68 The DT/MH monolayer was shown to be stable for 10 days, and was used as a partition layer for quantitative analysis of glucose with less calibration error than observed for glucose detection using the EG3 SAM. Moreover, this sensing strategy proved useful for real-time detection of physiological concentrations of glucose (0 -450 mg/dL) in a complex biological milieu, bovine plasma. In a flow cell setup, they demonstrated glucose sensing and departitioning with time constants of 25 and 28 seconds, respectively.
After optimizing the partition layer the next steps were to provide a more stable surface for SAM formation, improve chemometric analysis, and shift SERS resonances to near-IR wavelengths to facilitate the use of lower cost lasers. 69 This was accomplished by replacing the AgFON with a AuFON and using a shorter chain length version of EG3 as the partition layer. Using a AuFON not only resulted in a SAM layer that was stable for at least 11 days, but also red-shifted the SERS resonance, lowering the biological autofluorescence and allowing greater biological tissue depth penetration. Accurate glucose detection was possible over a larger concentration range (10 -800 mg/dL, 0.5 -44 mM), making this sensing strategy applicable to a more diverse set of diabetes patients.
To demonstrate multianalyte sensing capabilities with partition layer-modified substrates, Van Duyne and coworkers used AgFONs with DT/MH mixed SAMs to detect both glucose and lactate, which is an important indicator of potential mortality in intensive care patients. 70 Like earlier studies on glucose alone, they showed both partitioning and departitioning of lactate from the SAM layer. Upon partitioning into the SAM, lactate bands at 1463, 1422, 1272, 1134, 1094, 1051, 936 and 868 cm −1 were readily apparent. Using PLS-LOO methods, they demonstrated quantitative analysis of lactate in the concentration range of 10 -240 mg/dL. Sequential injection of lactate and glucose into a flow cell was used to demonstrate the capability of the sensor to discriminate between the two analytes.
Another category of biomolecules intrinsically detectable with SERS are lipids. In biology, lipids are crucial as structural elements of cell membranes, as a form of energy storage as fats in adipose tissue and as important signaling molecules. Lipids display a large structural diversity, from amphiphilic structures with glycerol backbones like phospholipids to multiple ring structures like steroids. Groups have employed Raman microscopy for investigations of lipid bilayers, 61 but SERS for studying lipids is a newly emerging area. Most applications of SERS to lipid sensing have focused on investigations of phospholipid bilayers and their properties, as well as their interactions with various molecules of interest.
One study by Halas and coworkers investigated the transfer of phospholipids from vesicles (spherical phospholipid bilayers 85-100 nm in diameter) to hybrid lipid bilayers (HBLs) on gold nanoshell supports. 71 The vesicles were composed of deuterated 1,2-dimyristoyl-snglycero-3-phosphocholine (D-DMPC) whereas the HBLs were a monolayer of DMPC spread over a SAM of dodecanethiol. To determine whether D-DMPC was transferred from the vesicles to the HBLs on the nanoshells, they monitored the intensity of C-H stretch at 2850 cm −1 normalized to the intensity of the C-S stretch at 710 cm −1 (I CH /I CS ). When D-DMPC vesicles were mixed with HBL-coated nanoshells, a significant decrease in I CH /I CS was observed, indicating transfer of lipids from vesicles to HBLs. (Fig. 2A ) By monitoring I CH /I CS as a function of time, the rate constant for lipid transfer was determined. A plot of I CH /I CS versus time was fit to a first order exponential curve to give a rate constant of K = 1.3 × 10 −4 s −1 . (Fig. 2B) In another study by Halas and coworkers, the interaction of a small molecule drug (ibuprofen) with HBL-coated nanoshells was investigated. 72 The interaction of ibuprofen with lipid bilayers in the gastrointestinal tract has been suggested as one of the mechanisms of observed side effects, such as gastrointestinal bleeding. When HBL nanoshells were incubated with ibuprofen, ring modes at 803, 1185, 1205, and 1610 cm −1 were present due to ibuprofen partitioning into the HBL, and the intensity of the peaks increased with increased ibuprofen concentration. By monitoring the peak at 1610 cm −1 , it was determined that ibuprofen partitioned into the HBL with isotherm-like behavior. Their results also indicate that ibuprofen partitioning into a deuterated-HBL disrupted the order of the HBL. This was determined by monitoring the carbon-deuterium stretch as a function of ibuprofen concentration. As the ibuprofen concentration was increased, the carbon-deuterium stretch intensity decreased.
In order to interface lipid bilayers with solid substrates, many groups employ tethered lipid bilayers. In these systems, a lipid molecule with a longer linking group is deposited on a surface as a SAM and then a second lipid monolayer is deposited to form a bilayer. In many cases, the ordering of the lipid SAM can be determined by SERS. In one study, a dipalmitoylphosphatidylethanolamine-mercaptopropionamine (DPPE-MPA) SAM was used as the lipid tether and its organization on a roughened polycrystalline gold substrate was assessed with SERS. 73 In this work, they observed a significant difference in the conformation of the linking moiety of the DPPE-MPA monolayer in air compared to aqueous solution. In air the trans conformation was determined to be the dominant for the S-C-C tether due to a large peak at 720 cm −1 . Conversely, in aqueous solution the gauche form of the tether predominated as judged by a large peak at 643.5 cm −1 . These results were confirmed electrochemically and gave insight into the formation of tethered lipid bilayers for biosensing applications.
SERS for the study of lipids is a developing field and expanding the types of lipids studied could have impacts in membrane and lipid biology. For example, lipids such as sphingosine-1-phosphate and platelet activating factor are known to function as cellular signalling molecules, but can be challenging to detect. With partition layer schemes, lipid signalling molecules could be detected in complex mixtures based on their spectroscopic profiles.
Extrinsic
The limited use of extrinsic SERS for small molecules is due in large part to the ease of obtaining the structural vibrations and rotations directly from small molecules as opposed to more complex systems like DNA and proteins, which are discussed later in this paper. However, some extrinsic small molecule SERS detection schemes do exist. Also focused on anthrax biosensing, Chung and coworkers used Au NPs modified with a 16 amino acid peptide or antibody coupled to the Raman reporter 5, 5'-dithiobis(succinimidyl-2-nitrobenzoate) (DSMB) to detect a different anthrax biomarker, protective antigen (PA). 74 In this example, either the peptide or antibody which binds to PA and DSMB is detected by its characteristic band at 1336 cm −1 . The peptide binding partner was shown to be as efficient as an antibody binding partner, and LODs for their biomarker were in the low fM range. As discussed in the intrinsic SERS section, SERS detection can be employed to detect endogenous species like glutathione as well as previously mentioned examples of exogenous species. Ozaki and coworkers developed an extrinsic SERS method for detection of glutathione. 75 In this 'reversed reporting agent' scheme, SERS signal of reporting agentcapped Ag colloids is reduced upon addition of glutathione, which induces aggregation of the Ag colloids. Various reporting agents were tested, but 5 µM R6G was the only viable candidate for glutathione sensing. The LOD using this scheme was 1 µM, which is much higher than for their heat-induced SERS sensing of glutathione.
SERS has been applied broadly to small molecule and lipid sensing due to the small number of vibrational bands associated with the analyte. This field of study would benefit from substrates with higher EFs for improved LODs. More tailoring of substrate surface chemistry to the desired analytes, making detection from complex mixtures easier, reducing biofouling of the substrate, and minimizing sample preparation time. While intrinsic and extrinsic small molecule sensing employ relatively easy detection schemes, more complex biological molecules like DNA and aptamers present new SERS sensing challenges.
III. DNA/Aptamer SERS Biosensing Intrinsic
Intrinsic SERS and TERS measurements can also be employed beyond small molecule detection for DNA and aptamer biosensing. Recent advances in achieving low limits of detection and good reproducibility make SERS a useful tool for either single or doublestranded thiolated DNA oligomer detection. For example, Halas and coworkers used Au nanoshells bound to glass substrates to obtain SERS spectra of DNA, which were dominated by adenine vibrational bands at 729 cm −1 . 63 Moreover, they observed changes in the dsDNA spectrum upon interaction with cisplatin and transplatin, cis and trans forms of common chemotherapy agent, revealing an opportunity for SERS to contribute to pharmaceutical research. Critical to the achievement of highly reproducible DNA spectra in this work was a thermal pretreatment that promoted extended linear conformation of ssDNA and dsDNA on the Au nanoshell substrate. The report of adenine as the dominant base was not particularly surprising since this is the only DNA base showing single-molecule detection to date, suggesting a large Raman scattering cross-section. [76] [77] [78] An alternate approach to thermal pretreatment for achieving label-free, target-specific and highly sensitive SERS of DNA employs an electrokinetic preconcentration method, electrophoresis. Lee and coworkers used negatively charged plate electrodes as SERS substrates for detection of positively charged adenine. 79 They illustrated that application of a constant electric field, 0.6 V cm −1 for adenine measurement, resulted in a 51-fold amplification in signal over open circuit detection of adenine. Although, this measurement combination is limited owing to pH sensitivity and substrate contamination issues, it is a promising method for label-free analysis of charged biomolecules. Other intrinsic SERS studies of DNA have focused on detection of changes in conformation rather than individual base detection. Neumann and coworkers demonstrated high-specificity detection of DNA and lowerspecificity detection of small molecules upon using SERS to examine conformational changes caused by interactions between an aptamer and analyte molecules. In this case, they used Au nanoshells immobilized on quartz substrates which display either an anti-plateletderived growth factor (anti-PDGF) aptamer for PDGF detection or an anti-cocaine aptamer for cocaine detection. Comparison of the conformational changes indicated using SERS and the standard technique of circular dischroism (CD) showed high correlation in this work. In addition, comparison between substrate incubation with specific (PDGF) versus non-specific (lysozyme) target analyte confirmed the high specifity of this biosensing scheme. On the contrary, the anti-cocaine aptamer showed non-specific binding to both caffeine and benzocaine, suggesting that more work needs be done for aptamer based SERS sensing of specific small molecule targets. However, this limitation for aptamer-target specificity could be exploited for identification of multiple targets by a single aptamer. 80 TERS has also been proposed for direct DNA and RNA sequencing, identification of biomacromolecules, and characterization of single viruses at the molecular level. Bailo and Deckert used TERS for direct, label-free detection of a single stranded RNA cytosine homopolymer. 81 All spectra obtained along the length of a 20-nm-long single strand of RNA showed spectral features of cytosine with little variation in band intensities or positions. Moreover, as deduced from this experiment, it is possible to find the sequence of RNA with controlled movement of the TERS probe from base to base. Deckert and coworkers have also demonstrated that TERS is a powerful tool for direct detection of single virus particles belonging to different species. 82 All TERS virus spectra measured in this work showed bands that were attributed to spectral features of single tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) due to interaction between the coat proteins and RNA with the Ag-coated AFM tip. They obtained EFs of 10 6 , and they claimed that higher EFs are achievable if the excitation wavelength overlaps with plasmon absorption profile of the nanoroughened Ag on the AFM tip.
Even though there are certainly challenges related to fabrication of uniform, highly sensitive and reproducible SERS substrates for biosensing, there has been clear progress on the application of SERS and TERS to DNA, aptamer, and single biomolecule detection.
Extrinsic
While there are relatively few examples of intrinsic SERS for DNA and aptamer detection, DNA and aptamer monitoring via extrinsic SERS has been employed extensively. As shown in Scheme 1, a common detection scheme for DNA binding events is to functionalize a Au or Ag NP with a reporter molecule (usually a fluorescent dye) and a single stranded piece of DNA. Upon hybridization with a complementary strand of DNA, typically bound to another Au or Ag surface, the SERS or surface-enhanced resonant Raman scattering (SERRS) signal of the reporter molecule is observed. Many groups have employed this DNA detection scheme to achieve various goals: (1) Vo-Dinh and coworkers used an immobilized DNA capture strand on a Ag surface for the detection of the breast cancer gene (BRCA1); 83 (2) Moskovits and coworkers used a sandwich assay between ssDNA attached to a flat Ag layer and a Ag NP labeled with the complementary DNA strand to detect hybridization; 84 (3) Mirkin and coworkers used on-wire lithographically produced Ag nanorods with etched gaps for the detection of DNA binding; 85 and (4) Moskovits and coworkers detected a protein after a Au NP functionalized with dsDNA bound and the SERRS signal was further enhanced by electroless Ag plating onto the complex. 86 The intentional creation of DNA strands with single nucleotide polymorphisms allows researchers to evaluate how specific their assays are for the complementary ssDNA capture strands. Graham and coworkers found that DNA hybridization was observed only when a fully complementary DNA sequence was added to their DNA-functionalized Ag NPs, 87 proving that they could detect single nucleotide polymorphisms when present in the DNA mixtures. They were also able to modulate the SERRS signal by heating or cooling the analyte solutions to influence extent of DNA hybridization. The LOD of these hybridization assays can be further improved by functionalizing the Au or Ag surface. Graham and coworkers also employed commercially available Klarite gold substrates for the detection of dye-labeled oligonucleotides, 88 and they had the most reproducible results when they functionalized the Au surface with a bidentate SAM of a ssDNA capture ligand, resulting in a LOD of 10 −7 M. Along with tailoring the surface chemistry of the Klarite substrates for DNA hybridization and attachment, Graham and coworkers also investigated the surface chemistry that would best allow DNA to attach to Ag NPs. 89 Through their investigations, they determined the number of amine modifications needed so that the overall strand has a positive charge and would attach most efficiently to a Ag NP; this strategy yielded a LOD of around 10 −12 M. With qualitative detection of DNA hybridization clearly feasible, Graham and coworkers also began pushing for quantitative detection of DNA. The researchers optimized oligonucleotide detection conditions by employing 8 commercially available fluorescent dyes attached to Ag NPs. 90 After optimization of Ag NP dilution and aggregating agent, calibration curves were created for each dye to facilitate quantitative SERRS detection. With this approach, they calculated LODs for optimized conditions with all 8 dyes; in the best case, a LOD of 0.5 fM was achieved.
Using multiple SERS tags for the labeling or detection of DNA associated with disease has been covered in a review by Natan and coworkers. 34 This review identified the great potential of a SERS multiplex sensing platform, as was demonstrated in 2006 by Mirkin and coworkers. 91 This work used various DNA sequences immobilized on glass beads, hybridized with a Au NP, and labeled with a complementary ssDNA and reporter molecule. 91 The multiple Raman labels were created by using single and quantitative mixtures of fluorescent dyes attached to the Au NP. They labeled DNA sequences for Hepatitis A, Hepatitis B, HIV, Ebola virus, Variola virus (smallpox), Bacillus anthracis, Francisella tularensis, and hog cholera segment with the Raman labels. The bead-NP complexes were then further enhanced with Ag plating to increase the SERS signal. Similarly, Graham and coworkers used 5 different DNA sequences, each labeled with a different fluorescent dye and a Ag NP. 92 They labeled a probe for human papillomavirus with R6G, the VT2 gene of E.coli 157 with ROX, and a universal primer with FAM, CY5.5, and BODIPY TR-X. They found LODs from 10 −11 and 10 −12 , and since DNA sequence choice does not affect the SERRS signal, the detection scheme can be generalized to any target. The linear response of these probes at biologically relevant concentrations with all 5 probes simultaneously indicates a promising future for DNA detection with multiplex labels.
DNA-based SERS sensors are not limited to only DNA detection; by using aptamers generated to detect other biomarkers, these schemes can be broadly adapted. For example, Lee and coworkers fabricated an aptamer-based SERRS sensor using gold NPs bound to a glass slide coated with a thrombin-binding aptamer; a methlyene blue reporter molecule facilitated detection of thrombin binding events. 93 This simple detection scheme had a LOD of 100 pM, which was lower than the disassociation constant of 25 nM for thrombin. A LOD lower than the disassociation constant indicates that thrombin has a higher affinity for the substrate bound thrombin-binding aptamer.
While the formation of DNA-NP complexes is generally used for the detection of specific binding events, the complex formed between DNA, or DNA-like molecules, and NPs can also be used to create SERS hotspots, or small volumes with extremely large electromagnetic fields. Graham and coworkers used fluorescent dye and locked nucleic acidlabeled Ag NPs for controlled aggregation of NPs to induce SERRS hotspots. 94 When the probes were combined with appropriate target DNA sequences they took one of three different conformations, head to head, tail to tail, or tail to head, all of which caused enhancement of SERRS signal. DNA hybridization can also be achieved with peptide nucleic acids (PNA), as demonstrated by Moskovits and coworkers, who exploited the electrostatic interactions between surface bound PNA and target DNA to create SERS hotspots. 95 The DNA-PNA hybrid in this work had a net negative charge, which then allowed a positively charged Ag NP to attach to the DNA-PNA hybrid. Upon exposure to R6G, Raman hot spots could be observed where the DNA-PNA complex had formed.
Detailed above are multiple ways DNA hybridization is detected or exploited; a similar scheme can also be employed for RNA detection. Mirkin and coworkers accomplished this by starting with a typical sandwich assay where DNA immobilized on a slide was hybridized with a complementary DNA strand with a dye-functionalized Au NP. 96 (Fig. 3) As detailed in aforementioned examples, this complex was further enhanced with a Ag plating bath to increase the SERS signal. The group then went further and immobilized two different RNA strands that can bind to the same DNA capture strand but have single nucleotide polymorphisms. After stringent washing to denature and remove the imperfect DNA/RNA complexes, they were able to detect only perfectly matched RNA strands.
Gene detection using Au or Ag NPs functionalized with ssDNA and a SERS or SERRS reporter molecule has also been demonstrated. Vo-Dinh and coworkers used a scheme similar to that described above to detect a SERS signal from the HIV-I gene based on its hybridization to DNA labeled with a NP-reporter molecule complex. 97 In another paper, VoDinh and coworkers utilized a Au NP fuctionalized with a hairpin ssDNA sequence for the detection of HIV-I gene, which, upon the addition of the complementary DNA sequence caused SERS signal to decrease in the presence of the target, however they did see a 10% decrease in signal when non-complementary DNA was present. 98 Most recently, this group was able to detect the presence of two target genes indicative of breast cancer with this hairpin detection scheme. 99 While the intrinsic work on SERS for DNA has been limited, the future of this field and its applications to DNA sequencing look very promising due to the opportunity for label-free and target-specific detection. Recently, Halas and coworkers demonstrated label-free SERS detecton of DNA. Replacement of adenine with 2-aminopurine in the capture DNA strand allowed for the adenine band of the target DNA to be monitored and hybridization efficiency monitored. 100 In most cases, it is the low EFs of the substrates and the inability to create zones of enhancement small enough to see SERS signal from one nucleotide base at a time that have been the limiting factors. While multiplexing SERS tags and quantitative extrinsic SERS is interesting, we will eventually reach a limit as to how many tags we can discriminate within a mixture. The area where extrinsic SERS is the most promising is in the gene detection schemes proposed by Vo-Dinh, Graham and Mirkin. The recent emergence of some hypenated extrinsic SERS techniques has opened doors into more forensic science and genotyping areas of interest. The SERS-melting (either electrochemical or thermal) combination demonstrated by Bartlett and coworkers allowed them to effectively detect short tandem repeats and single nucleotide polymorphisms of DNA bound to an Au sphere segment void substrate. 101, 102 Batt and coworkers utilized the combination of ligase detection reaction with SERS to quantitatively detect single nucleotide polymorphisms in oncogneic K-Ras with a 10 pM detection limit. 103 The ability to detect the presence of diseases quickly, with little sample preparation and without the need to amplify the amount of DNA present, is one of the most exciting directions for further work using extrinsic SERS.
IV. Protein/Enzyme/Peptide/Antibody SERS Biosensing Intrinsic
While intrinsic SERS measurements are relatively straightforward for small molecules, lipids, and DNA where each target has a small number of vibrational modes, it is also feasible to perform SERS biosensing on more complicated, larger molecules such as peptides, proteins, enzymes, and antibodies. 104 Unlike the more tractable small molecules, band assignments for spectra from these larger species are often based on general motifs seen through the molecules rather than localized vibrational modes. One commonly used example is the characteristic aromatic amino acid bands present at ~950 cm −1 , for the C-COO − stretch, and ~1400 cm −1 , for the COO − symmetric stretch. Another commonly used spectral feature is the broad amide (CO-NH) I and III bands, at 1600-1700 cm −1 and 1200-1350 cm −1 , respectively, used in intrinsic peptide and protein analysis to describe both primary and secondary structure characteristics. 105 SERS sensing of the simplest amino acid structures, peptides, has been pursued both from a fundamental perspective, with the goal of assigning Raman bands to particular amino acids, and from an applied perspective, to sense particular biomarkers. Proniewicz and coworkers used a series of homodipeptides on Ag colloids to assign Raman bands for Cys, Gly, Leu, Met, Phe, and Pro. 106 Their results also yield insight about adsorption orientation of the amino acids, specifically resolving a previous controversy about Gly-Gly adsorption to show that it initially adsorbs through its C-terminus but rearranges to adsorb through its Nterminus with time. Hartgerink and coworkers also used dipeptides, where different aromatic amino acids were linked to cysteine, to demonstrate that one amino acid can be distinguished from another. 64 In this case, Au nanoshells were the SERS substrate and the cysteine was employed to promote covalent attachment of the peptide to the nanoshell. Comparison of the measured SERS spectra directly to normal Raman spectra showed little shift in the Stokes Raman bands but significant broadening of the SERS peaks. As a proofof-concept for measurement of more complicated peptides, this paper also includes the prediction and measured SERS spectrum of a 19 amino acid cell-penetrating peptide known as penetratin, and this spectrum is dominated by the aromatic features from 3 amino acids within the molecule. With a more applied goal, Ozaki and coworkers have employed SERS to sense bombesin, a 14 amino acid neurotransmitter that is a tumor marker. 107 This group's work characterizes the Ag colloid adsorption behavior of bombesin and bombesin fragments and compares the measured spectra with density functional theory predictions. While this is a significant first step toward making SERS a viable biosensor for bombesin, much work must still be done to determine sensor limits of detection as well as sensing in the presence of interfering species. In parallel with the peptide work detailed above, many groups are also pursuing SERS detection of more complicated amino acid structures such as proteins.
Moskovits and coworkers recently demonstrated protein SERS spectra after sandwiching double cysteine mutants of the small protein FynSH3, a common model protein for kinetic and thermodynamic studies, between two Ag NPs. 108 If this protein remains in its native state between two NPs, the distance between the linked NPs would be 2.3 nm, creating a small gap and large electromagnetic enhancement. The captured SERS spectra clearly show evidence of the cysteine linkage to the Ag NP as well as bands for the aromatic amino acids histidine, tryptophan, and phenylalanine. The band intensities varied from second to second during collection, suggesting that the spectrum was sensitive to protein conformation/ orientation. In some cases, they saw momentary spectra indicating graphitic carbon (protein degradation), quickly replaced by a new amino acid spectrum, suggesting that they were measuring spectra from single or small numbers of protein molecules within an electromagnetic hot spot. In another recent example, Ozaki and coworkers adapted traditional Western Blot analysis of proteins to include SERS and SERRS detection. 109 First, they separated a protein mixture using gel electrophoresis followed by electroblotting onto nitrocellulose to immobilize proteins. After applying Ag NP stain, they recorded confocal SERRS or SERS of 2 model proteins, myoglobin and bovine serum albumin, respectively. While they could distinguish these two proteins using amide and aromatic amino acid bands, there was, unfortunately, no clear linear relationship between the amount of protein and SERS band intensities. Another concern was that the SERS spectra after Ag NP staining did not look like the bulk Raman spectra, perhaps because only a portion of the protein is within the large electromagnetic fields responsible for SERS. Deckert and coworkers also used myoglobin as a model protein to demonstrate SERS detection following free flow electrophoresis separation with isotachophoretic focusing. 110 Using a microfluidic platform, they were able to focus a Ag NP/myoglobin mixture to elute from only 2 channels. Though the myoglobin concentration was quite high (410 µM) and there were some issues with Ag NPs clogging the microfluidic channels, this work shows the promise of SERS detection within "hyphenated techniques" and on microfluidic platforms.
While previous examples focus mainly on identifying proteins or protein components, SERS has also been used to look at an important sub-class of proteins, enzymes. Ozaki and coworkers measured the intrinsic SERS spectra of the enzymes lysozyme, ribonuclease B, avidin, catalase, hemoglobin, and cytochrome c with low µg/mL -ng/mL limits of detection. 111 They accomplished this by mixing the enzymes first with acidified sulfate and then colloidal silver before capturing NIR SERS spectra, as shown in Fig. 4 . The acidified solutions and sulfate greatly enhanced the detection limits for proteins examined, and again, the spectra were mostly characterized based on amide and aromatic amino acid band locations and intensity. In a distinct effort to perform single enzyme analysis, Käll and coworkers used immobilized protein/NP aggregates (with 90-nm-diameter Ag NPs) to measure single molecule SERRS spectra of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) at various points in its enzymatic cycle. 112 They found that Ag NPs alone denatured the protein but that the NPs could be made biocompatible simply by adding H 2 O 2 before adding enzyme. In 1 second SERS collections with low concentration HRP, the SERRS spectra fluctuate, and the authors suggest that these fluctuations correspond to the various forms of HRP found within the catalytic cycle.
While the protein spectra measured here are promising and there are clear spectral differences between different mutants and different proteins, ab initio identification of proteins from measured SERS spectra is still not possible. This may be feasible with advanced chemometric or peak deconvolution techniques but recent focus in this area has been mainly on using extrinsic SERS for protein, and even antibody, biosensing.
Extrinsic
To address the challenges of intrinsic SERS detection of proteins, Raman reporter molecules have been used when specific protein spectra are not necessary, and the goal is to quantitatively detect either individual proteins or total protein content. For extrinsic SERS detection of proteins, reporter molecules must (1) maintain stability during tagging and measurement and (2) generate a robust and consistent Raman spectrum under the conditions of the SERS measurement. 34 For protein detection, commonly used SERS reporter molecules include 5,5'-dithiobis(succinimidyl-2-nitrobenzoate) (DSNB) with intensity monitored at 1336 cm −1 , 113-116 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (MBA) with intensity monitored at 1585 cm −1 , 117 4-nitrobenzenethiol (4-NBT) with intensity monitored at 1336 cm −1 , 2-methoxybenzenethiol (2-MeOBT) with intensity monitored at 1037 cm −1 , 3-methoxybenzenethiol (3-MeOBT) with intensity monitored at 992 cm −1 , and 2-napthalenethiol (NT) with intensity monitored at 1384 cm −1 . 118 Also used as extrinsic Raman labels for SERS are 4,4'-bipyridine (BiPy), with strong bands present at 1609, 1227, 1291 cm −1 , thiophenol (TP), with strong bands at 994 and 1570 cm −1 , and p-aminothiophenol (PATP), with strong bands at 390, 1077, and 1578 cm −1 . 119 Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and malachite green isothiocyanate (MGITC), which are widely used fluorescence tags, have also been used as common Raman reporter molecules for SERRS and SERS detection of proteins. FITC intensity is monitored at 1630 cm −1 following excitation at 514.5 nm, and MGITC intensity is monitored at 1615 cm −1 when excitation at 647.4 nm is used. 120, 121 Many of the aforementioned extrinsic Raman labels have been used for immunoasssays, which rely on the specificity of the interaction between antibodies and their corresponding antigens. 44 Multiple formats have been employed for SERS-based immunoassays, including the use of silver island films, colloids in solution, immobilized colloids, and modified colloids as probe molecules. 44 An immunoassay using SERS was first reported in 1989 by Tarcha and colleagues. 122 In this early SERS-based immunoassay, SERS was employed for the detection of thyroid stimulating hormone. The sandwich format used a silver island film as the substrate to which a capture antibody was attached, followed by incubation with antigen, then addition of another antibody conjugated to p-dimethylaminoazobenzene. Since then, SERS-based immunoassays have largely utilized colloids as SERS substrates to address the challenge of reproducibly manufacturing island films with nanoscale roughness. 123 The use of colloids as SERS substrates also offers versatility in immunoassays, including the possibility for multiplexing and extension into in vitro and in vivo SERS. 44 A common format involves a sandwich assay similar to those used in aforementioned SERS DNA detection schemes: antibodies are immobilized, then exposed to antigen, followed by exposure to gold NPs conjugated to antibodies as well as probe molecules. Variations of this format for SERSbased immunoassays are shown in Fig. 5 . Using the sandwich structure, Hepatitis B virus surface antigen has been detected using murine monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies. 117 To improve the LOD of the virus surface antigen to 0.5 µg/mL, a silver staining step was incorporated into the immunoassay as well. 117 Feline calcivirus and Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis have been detected using a sandwich format as well. 115, 116 Porter and coworkers optimized the conditions for feline calcivirus detection and detected virus concentrations as low as 1×10 6 viruses/mL, or 70 captured viruses. 115 Porter and coworkers were also able to detect 200 ng/mL (1000 bacteria/mL) of Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis in a milk matrix. 116 To evaluate the potential of SERS-based immunoassays to replace or augment current immunoassay technology, it is necessary to compare the LODs of the aforementioned SERS immunoassays to the LODs of widespread immunoassays. Fluorescence and microcantilever detection of viruses have been achieved at concentrations on the order of 10 5 viruses/mL while microbial detection with ELISA can be achieved with 10 4 cells/mL. 115, 124, 125, 126 Electrochemical methods were employed for detecting E. Coli O517:H7 or Salmonella at concentrations as low as 6×10 2 or 5×10 3 colony forming units (living bacterial cells/mL), respectively. 127, 128 Multiplexing is also possible with SERS immunoassays. Tian and colleagues used two approaches to multiplex a sandwich-format SERS immunoassay: immobilized antibodies were exposed to the target analytes (mouse or human IgG), then to (1) gold NPs with antibodies and 2 reporter molecules attached or (2) gold and gold/silver bimetallic NPs with antibodies and 1 reporter molecule attached. 119 With the first detection scheme, 50 µg/mL mouse and human IgG were detected simultaneously. With their second detection scheme, the multianalyte assay was not successful due to overlapping peaks of the Raman reporter label on gold and gold/silver bimetallic NPs, but mouse and human IgG were detected individually at 100 µg/mL. 119 Porter and colleagues developed a tetraplexed assay to detect IgG from four species using four Raman reporters by employing mixed monolayers of extrinsic Raman labels on gold NPs. 118 Direct detection of enzymes using SERS has been mentioned previously, but direct detection is difficult due to enzyme denaturation and loss of activity. 129 Indirect detection of enzyme activity, in which an enzyme produces a SERRS-active dye as a product, have been used for enzyme-based immunoassays. Extrinsic SERS detection of proteins has also been accomplished by modifying colloids to produce NP probes. 130, 131 Using gold NPs and electroless silver plating, Mirkin and colleagues coated NPs with a hydrophilic oligonucleotide, Raman dye label and a small molecule to detect protein-small molecule interactions. 130 In another probe design to detect protein-protein interactions, they coated NPs with antibodies and labeled them with oligonucleotide and a Raman dye. 130 A similar probe design using Coomassie Blue was developed by Ozaki and coworkers. 131 Though many SERS-based immunoassays have used colloids as substrates, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) have been used by Dai and coworkers to achieve lower LODs. They used functionalized SWNTs as multicolor Raman tags for highly sensitive detection of protein interactions on microarrays. 132 They used a sandwich-assay scheme wherein an analyte (antibody) from a serum sample was captured by immobilized proteins in a microarray, followed by incubation of SWNTs conjugated to goat anti-mouse antibody that specifically bind to the capture analyte. The strong SERS signal produced by the SWNT tag enabled protein detection sensitivity down to 1 fM, demonstrating great potential for extrinsic SERS detection toward applications in proteomics and autoimmune disease research.
The use of Raman labels for protein detection is not limited to immunoassays. A protein concentration assay developed by Han et al., uses the SERS signal of Coomassie Brilliant Blue dye adsorbed non-specifically to silver colloids to monitor the total protein concentration. 131 The SERS signal of Coomassie Brilliant Blue displayed a linear and inverse relationship to protein concentration over a bovine serum albumin concentration range of 10 −5 to 10 −9 g/mL. 131 Clearly, extrinsic SERS has enabled protein sensing ex vitro; in fact, a similar approach can be adopted to perform SERS detection inside cells as well.
Direct SERS detection of proteins is limited by the spectral similarities of many proteins. Indirect SERS detection of protein concentration through immunoassays is promising, but the use of antibodies and detection limits on the order of ELISA assays with fluorescence detection prevent SERS-based immunoassays from replacing the more widespread enzymebased immunoassays for clinical and diagnostic use.
V. Cellular and in vivo Sensing

Intrinsic
In a relatively small number of cases, SERS biosensing of proteins, DNA, and small molecules has been extended from the aforementioned examples toward cellular and in vivo systems. However, there are only a few where direct, intrinsic, SERS detection is performed in cells: this is due to the complex biological environment which can mask signals from analytes of interest or cause fluoresence. The Van Duyne group first demonstrated in vivo application of intrinsic SERS by measuring the glucose concentration from the interstitial fluid of a rat. 133 A SAM-functionalized AgFON substrate was surgically implanted under the skin of a rat such that it was in contact with the interstitial fluid and optically addressable through a glass window placed along the midline of the rat's back. The SERS spectra from glucose were acquired through the window using a 785 nm Ti:sapphire laser with a power of 50 mW for 2 minutes. The glucose concentrations obtained from the implanted AgFON sensor matched the data from a commercial glucometer. With further refinements and miniaturization in the system, SERS biosensors could help the treatment and care of diabetics or other conditions that would benefit from time lapse monitoring. SERS spectra have also been successfully measured from endosomes in live cells (rat renal proximal tubule cells and mouse macrophages) using gold NPs. 134 Both cell lines were exposed for 30 minutes to gold NPs, which were then localized in the endosomes of the cells. In this case, cells were raster-scanned with a low-power (2 mW) NIR excitation laser for 1 sec to prevent interference from normal Raman scattering and possible change in the live cells due to laser illumination. The strongest SERS signal was acquired 120 minutes after exposure to NPs, when gold aggregates formed in the lysosomes. Gold aggregates in both cell lines produced tentatively assigned bands in the spectra that indicate the presence of proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, and nucleotides chemical nano-environments of lysosomes. In addition, the spectral signature of adenosine phosphate was detected in macrophage endosomes, which indicates differences in the endosomes of the two cell lines. To date, intrinsic SERS of the cellular millieu provides general information about the types of biomolecules present, but provides limited information about specific biomarkers of interest. The use of extrinsic Raman labels in the examples that follow are one approach to overcome this weakness, showing increased specificity for biomolecules of interest.
Extrinsic
The use of extrinisic SERS in cellular and in vivo sensing is extensive due to the ability of extrinsic Raman labels to overcome background signals from a complex biological matrix and associate with specific biomolecules. Many groups have used extrinsic SERS for mapping the local pH in cells based on the important role pH plays in regulating cellular function. [135] [136] [137] Kneipp and coworkers measured pH-dependent SERS spectra of pmercaptobenzoic acid (pMBA), a pH-sensitive Raman tag, on aggregated gold NPs. 135 The accessible pH range of SERS and surface-enhanced hyper-Raman scattering (SEHRS) were 5.5-8 and 2-8, respectively, but the high laser power (~ 10 mW) and long collection time (10 sec) required for SERS were not suitable for scanning live cells. Moskovits and coworkers also showed pH dependence of SERS spectra using pMBA-functionalized NP clusters and mapped local pH in live HeLa cells. 137 In this work, Ag clusters were linked using bifunctional hexamethylenediamine (HMD) molecules and encapsulated by polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) to prevent aggregation during MBA tag infusion. The SERSactive clusters were also coated by dye-labeled streptavidin with BSA to track the distribution of Ag NP clusters in cells and correlate the fluorescence and SERS pH maps. The MBA molecules infused through the polymer coat into junctions between NPs and facilitated measurement of pH values inside live HeLa cells using a relatively low laser power (1.1 mW) and short integration time (250 ms). These pH mapping probes could be used to understand intracellular interactions, including endocytotic pathways. Vo-Dinh and co-workers used a Ag-coated sub-micron sized fiber-optic probe functionalized by pMBA for similar purposes. 138 The probe was physically inserted into a live cell using a micromanipulator. The intracellular pH value was determined by comparing SERS intensity of pMBA bands to a calibration curve obtained from standard pH solutions ranging from pH 6.0 to 7.5.
Clearly, it is feasible to perform extrinsic SERS detection in cells using a single extrinsic Raman labels but there is also significant interest in multiplex biomarker detection. In fact, Gambhir and coworkers have demonstrated multiplexed extrinisic SERS. 139 They used 10 SERS-NP complexes for multiplex imaging, and each particle consisted of a unique Raman reporter molecule layer adsorbed onto a 60-nm-diameter Au core coated with silica, making the total diameter about 120 nm. Each molecular layer shows distinguishable SERS spectra, and five of them were used for in vivo SERS imaging in a nude mouse. A mixture of four kinds of unique NPs of varying concentrations was injected either intravenously or subcutaneously into the mouse where a linear correlation of SERS signal with the concentrations was measured. SERS has also been utilized for extrinsic detection of cancer markers in a live cell. Oh and coworkers used Au/Ag core-shell NPs where R6G Raman tags were adsorbed on the gold surface with a BSA layer. 140 Subsequently, the NPs were conjugated with IgG antibodies that selectively bind to phopholipase Cγ1 biomarker proteins (PCγ1) on HEK293 (human embryonic kidney) cells. While no normal Raman signal from R6G was measured from a control cell, the cancer cell showed significant Raman signal, based on the 1650 cm −1 , R6G peak, that correlated well with quantum dot-labeled fluorescence images. Moving from imaging of cancer markers in live cells to tumor targeting, Nie and coworkers used PEGylated gold NPs as extrinsic SERS labels with tumor-targeting ligand to identify tumors both in vitro and in vivo. 141 A core size of 60-80 nm diameter was chosen to position the LSPR peaks within the 'water window' (630-785 nm) where the optical absorption of water is minimal. SERS tags were over 200 times brighter than NIR-emitting quantum dots. They could measure SERS spectra at targeted tumor sites up to 2 cm below the skin. After injecting NPs into the tail vein, SERS spectra could be obtained from a targeted tumor site with some non-specific biodistribution into liver and spleen, but not into brain, muscle or other major organs. (Fig. 6 ) Moreover, Stone and coworkers proposed deep Raman spectroscopy with citrate-reduced Ag conjugated nanoparticles for detecting low concentration of molecules through tissues of up to 25 mm thick. It demonstrated a potential use of SERS nanoparticles for detecting target molecules deeply buried within tissues. 142 Because of the high sensitivity, label-free detection and multiplex capability, applications of SERS targeting in live cells, tissues and in vivo detection will continue to expand. At the same time, many hurdles need to be overcome, which include the stability as well as toxicity of SERS tags, and the background noise resulting from the structural similarity of many proteins and molecules.
VI. Perspective
This review article summarized recent advances in harnessing SERS toward rapid in vitro and in vivo detection of a wide range of biological analytes. Theoretical and experimental work in the last decade have vastly expanded our understanding of SERS mechanisms and the ability to control plasmon resonances in nanostructured metals. Researchers have employed noble metal particles, shells, tips, gaps, wires and holes to demonstrate SERS substrates with tuned plasmon resonances and high EFs. Going forward, widespread applications of SERS biosensing will hinge on the ability to mass-produce reliable substrates with well-defined nanoscale patterns, precisely tailored LSPR bands, large and reproducible EFs, and highly specific surface chemistry. One likely scheme for practical use of these substrates will begin with SPR/LSPR based screening, where a plasmon shift indicates a "hit", followed by SERS interrogation to characterize the chemical nature of the newly associated species. Toward this aim, SERS substrates fabricated with the NSL method have already demonstrated inexpensive wafer-scale processing, EFs of ~10 8 , and an excellent temporal stability. 48 Various techniques to fabricate ultrathin metallic nanogaps will further enhance our understanding of deep subwavelength optical confinement toward singlemolecule SERS, nonlinear spectroscopy and plasmonics. 143 In addition, TERS will open up an exciting new avenue, since it empowers SERS to probe a small number of molecules with a nanoscale imaging resolution. Furthermore, TERS will be particularly useful in the cases where target analytes cannot be brought into contact with the substrates, e.g. probing of cell membrane molecules. Several fabrication challenges should be addressed before TERS can be used as a reliable and widely available technique. Nanoscale roughness in the substrate supporting the sample can also significantly affect the TERS signals, leading to large imaging artifacts. 54 In this regard, making ultrasmooth substrates with roughness less than 1 nm may be required. 144 Furthermore, recently developed methods of template stripping patterned metals can create ultrasmooth patterned surfaces with tunable optical properties if synergistic interaction of the substrate and TERS probe is required. 145 The fabrication of smooth features as well as ultrasharp (<10 nm radius) pyramidal tips will likely advance both SPM and TERS. 146 While substrates like the ones described above will be of great use to intrinsic and extrinsic small molecule detection, immunoassays, and development of DNA arrays for clinical settings, many cellular and in vivo applications of SERS require further development of nanoparticle substrates in suspension. Recently, Kotov and coworkers developed gold lace nanoshells with SERS hotspots on the nanoparticle surface producing EFs of 10 2 larger than traditional Au spheres of the same diameter. 147 Such improvements over widely used Au nanoparticles will allow for more sensitive SERS detection within cells and in vivo. Au nanoparticles are an especially important substrate for intracellular or in vivo SERS based on significantly better biocompatability than their Ag counterparts.
Another technique that allows SERS to probe for molecules without being in contact with the substrate, like TERS, is the shell-isolated nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SHINERS) pioneered by Tian and coworkers. 148 In this method, a spherical gold core is coated with a thin oxide layer (~2 nm of SiO 2 or Al 2 O 3 ) to yield a particle that can be dusted onto an area of interest for SERS detection. The group demonstrated SHINERS use in the monitoring of biological targets and food safety, and their results show promise for surfacebased and portable applications of SERS biosensing. Rapid progress in nanofabrication on both wafer and nanoparticle scale, in conjunction with advances in surface chemistry, microfluidics, modeling as well as fundamental understanding of SERS mechanisms, show great promise for the future of SERS biosensing.
VII. Conclusions
SERS research is a truly multi-disciplinary field that has benefited from dynamic interactions among chemists, physicists and engineers. New and exciting developments presented herein show a bright future for the widespread adoption of SERS and will facilitate the transition of SERS from research laboratories to real-world diagnostics, biomedical sensing, and field applications. Detection scheme for label-free protein sensing with SERS. The presence of protein induces the aggregation of Ag nanoparticles, which is then used to produce a strong SERS signal. Schematic of SERS immunoassay. Multiple formats are available for detection: (A) shows a Au NP core coated with a shell into which extrinsic Raman labels and antibodies are immobilized, (B) shows a Au-coated Ag NP probe conjugated to both extrinsic Raman labels and capture antibodies, and (C) shows antibodies conjugated to a Au NP using extrinsic Raman labels. A SERS probe consisting of a 13-nm-diameter Au nanoparticle functionalized with a Raman dye-labelled oligonucleotide. A three-component sandwich assay is used in a microarray format and the Raman probe detected, after Ag enhancing, by SERS. Figure adapted 
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